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Abstract—In this study we adopt predictive modelling to
identify simultaneously commonalities and differences in multi-
modal brain networks acquired within subjects. Typically, pre-
dictive modelling of functional connectomes from structural
connectomes explores commonalities across multimodal imaging
data. However, direct application of multivariate approaches such
as sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (sCCA) applies on the
vectorised elements of functional connectivity across subjects and
it does not guarantee that the predicted models of functional
connectivity are Symmetric Positive Matrices (SPD). We suggest
an elegant solution based on the transportation of the connectivity
matrices on a Riemannian manifold, which notably improves the
prediction performance of the model. Randomised lasso is used
to alleviate the dependency of the sCCA on the lasso parameters
and control the false positive rate. Subsequently, the binomial
distribution is exploited to set a threshold statistic that reflects
whether a connection is selected or rejected by chance. Finally,
we estimate the sCCA loadings based on a de-noising approach
that improves the estimation of the coefficients. We validate our
approach based on resting-state fMRI and diffusion weighted
MRI data. Quantitative validation of the prediction performance
shows superior performance, whereas qualitative results of the
identification process are promising.
Index Terms—prediction, sparse CCA, functional connectomes,
structural connectomes, model selection, identification, SPD,
fMRI, Diffusion Weighted Images
I. INTRODUCTION
Comparing neuroimaging data acquired from the same
subjects is of paramount importance in understanding neuronal
processes and extracting meaningful biomarkers in longitudi-
nal and pharmacological studies [1]–[4]. However, both func-
tional and structural brain connectomes comprise of thousands
of connections, whereas the size of population does not exceed
few tenths. Therefore, extracting meaningful relationships be-
tween networks is challenging and various methods have been
developed to circumvent this problem [2], [5]–[9].
One approach of comparing brain graphs is to use global
properties of the network, such as small world index and
clustering coefficient to describe its topological organisation
and efficiency [5], [6]. Global graph properties offer a robust
way to compare brain networks, however, their interpretation
is ambiguous and they are limited in that they cannot localise
where the differences are [10].
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On the other hand, Zalesky et al. pioneered Network-Based
Statistics (NBS) for extracting between-subjects differences
across brain networks [2], [7]. Within-subject differences are
modelled by adding explanatory variables for each subject.
NBS performs univariate testing of the underlying hypoth-
esis in each brain connection independently. To alleviate
the problem of multiple comparisons, they use cluster-based
thresholding and subsequently connected graph components
are identified. This approach depends critically on a threshold
statistic, which is chosen arbitrarily from the user. The hy-
pothesis test is based on the component size, assuming that
differences between groups of connectomes reflect systematic
large network interactions.
In this study, we suggest sparse predictive models of brain
connectivity based on regularisation constraints to simultane-
ously extract within-subject similarities and differences be-
tween brain networks. Thus far, predictive models of multi-
modal brain connectomes have been used to identify co-
variations across subjects [3], [8], [9], [11], [12]. Typically,
they have been constructed based on multiple regression
or Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and regularisation.
Regularisation via l1 constraints has attracted considerable
interest in situations where the number of observations is much
lower than the number of variables [3], [13], [14]. In this case,
sparse sets of associated variables would result in simultaneous
multivariate dimensionality reduction and prediction. In fact
one way, of establishing a relationship between structural brain
connectomes X and functional brain connectomes Y is based
on sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (sCCA) [15]. In
sCCA, two sparse canonical vectors are extracted, subject to
l1 penalties, such that the projections of X and Y onto these
vectors, respectively, are maximally linearly correlated [13],
[16].
However, sCCA is applied on vectorised versions of func-
tional and structural connectivity across subjects. This affects
functional connectivity, which is estimated as the precision
matrix, the inverse of the covariance of the fMRI time-series,
and it is restricted to a hypercone manifold of Symmetric
Positive Definite (SPD) matrices. The problem of applying
sCCA in the vectorised versions of connectivity elements is
that there is no guarantee that the results from linear operations
on the elements of an SPD matrix will also lie on an SPD
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manifold. This hinders our ability to estimate the geodesic
distance between measured and predicted connectomes, and it
affects prediction performance. Here, we suggest a solution to
this problem by projecting the functional connectivity matrices
A into the tangent space at a point B ∈ Sym+p , using the Log
map [17]–[19].
Prediction performance is used to set the sparsity level
based on cross-validation. Subsequently, model identification
is used to extract with some confidence the connections that
are consistently selected or rejected. Towards this end, we
use randomised Lasso and bootstrapping with replacement
that resample the subjects space and provide an estimation
of the probability a connection to be selected [9], [15],
[20]. A binomial distribution is formed that describes the
probability of a connection to be present given the sparsity
of the matrix. In this way, we form a threshold statistic that
highlights connections that are accepted or rejected based on
the estimated sparsity level.
The coefficient of each brain connection reflects the corre-
sponding loadings of the sCCA. Recent work has shown that
coefficients derived from discriminative models, such as CCA,
are prone to correlated noise and their direct interpretation
could be misleading, even when the solution is sparse [21].
Here, we also extend sCCA to incorporate a step that improves
the estimation of sCCA loading in each bootstrap iteration
[21].
Summarising, the key methodological contributions of this
paper is to develop predictive models of brain connectivity to
extract both similarities and differences between multi-modal
brain networks. This is achieved based on i) an approach to
project the covariance matrices in a Riemannian manifold and
perform sCCA in the tangent space, iii) Randomised Lasso
is adopted to relax the dependencies of the regularisation
parameters on the underlying parameters, while it resamples
the data to assign a probability in each connection, iv) the
binomial distribution is used to automatically set a threshold
statistic of the identification results v) the coefficient loading
estimation is simplified by taking into consideration that only
one sCCA component is considered.
We validate our method by examining inter-relationships
between functional brain connectomes derived from resting-
state functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and
structural brain connectomes derived from Diffusion Weighted
Magnetic Resonance Images (DWI). Microstructural indices
are derived based on two diffusion models fitted in each voxel
of the DWIs, namely the traditional tensor model and the
Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging (NODDI)
model. The tensor model results in estimating structural con-
nectomes that reflect fractional anisotropy (FA)and mean dif-
fusivity (MD), whereas the NODDI model results in structural
brain connectomes that reflect intracellular volume fraction
(ICVF), the orientation dispersion index (ODI), the isotropic
compartment (ISO) and the κ parameter [22]. Prediction
of functional from structural connectomes improves across
all microstructural indices when we constrain the predicted
precision matrices to symmetric positive definite (SPD) space.
Furthermore, identification results reveal relationships between
microstructural indices, such as FA and κ, FA and ODI as well
as MD and ICVF.
II. METHODS
A. Transport on a Riemannian manifold to constrain the
prediction to SPD
We project the functional connectivity matrices A into the
tangent space at a point B ∈ Sym+p , using the Log map [17]–
[19]:
Logb(A) = B
1/2 logm(B−1/2AB−1/2)B1/2 (1)
where logm denotes matrix logarithm and LogB(A) is
the tangent vector at B, assuming that B is close to A.
This projection allows us to operate on these elements in a
vectorised form, and project the prediction back to the space
of SPD matrices using the inverse mapping, which guarantees
positive definiteness:
Expb(A) = B
1/2 expm(B−1/2AB−1/2)B1/2 (2)
Here, expm denotes matrix exponential.
However, if we naively apply eq. 1 into a tangent space Bs
for each subject independently [18], each subject’s projected
covariance matrix will lie in a different tangent space [23]. We
will therefore not be able to compare them with each other
within the sCCA framework, and this will be reflected in the
prediction performance of the algorithm. Instead, under the
assumption that the average covariance matrix A is close to
all subjects’ individual matrices As, we can use it to project
all subject-specific covariance matrices into a common tangent
space.
We adapt this approach in a cross-validation of the sCCA
method. Therefore, in each cross-validation loop we average
the functional connectivity matrices (left-out subject not in-
cluded), and we project each subject’s covariance matrix into
this tangent space. Subsequently, the prediction for the left-out
subject is projected back into the space of SPD matrices, based
on eq. 2. Prediction performance is estimated based on the
geodesic distance between measured and estimated functional
connectomes [8], [20]:
dAI(C,D) = tr(logmC
−1/2DC−1/2)2 (3)
B. Identification of the most relevant connections
Identification of the most relevant connections is important
to provide biological interpretation of the mapping of struc-
tural to functional connections. However, devising a statisti-
cally sound way to accept or reject the null hypothesis is chal-
lenging because of the complexity of the underlying inference
problem. To this end, we have modified the biconvex criterion
in sCCA [16] based on the randomised Lasso principle [20].
This takes the following form:
(4)u← argmaxu(wx · u)T X˘TYv subject to
: ‖u‖2 ≤ 1, ‖u‖1 ≤ c1, wx ∈ {1, 0.5}
(5)v ← argmaxvuT X˘TY(v · wy) subject to
: ‖v‖2 ≤ 1, ‖v‖1 ≤ c2, wy ∈ {1, 0.5}
wx and wy are the coefficient weights chosen randomly
equal to .5 or 1, as recommended by [15], [20]. Furthermore,
we use bootstrap with resampling to extract the connections
that are consistently selected. In each bootstrap iteration we set
the number of canonical variates to K = 1, which simplifies
interpretation. Therefore, we estimate a probability of selecting
a connection as the number of times the connection has been
selected over the number of total bootstrap iterations. Note
that c1 and c2 are chosen initially based on a permutation
strategy and they remain the same through out the bootstrap
iterations and across all microstructural indices. Therefore,
sparsity of the sCCA loadings also remains relatively constant,
and reflects the probability of a connection by chance.
C. Sparsity-based Threshold Statistic
We use the binomial distribution to test the null hypothesis
for each connection:i) a connection is selected by chance,
ii) a connection is rejected by chance. In this way, we can
detect both the connections that are similar across modalities
as well the connections that differ significantly. The binomial
distribution has parameters n and p. p reflects the probability
of success in a sequence of n independent experiments. Here,
n is the number of randomised lasso iterations, whereas p is
the probability of a connection to be selected randomly based
on the sparsity of the connectome.
D. Coefficients Estimation
Finally, we extend our approach to incorporate a step that
improves the estimation of sCCA loading in each bootstrap
iteration as per [21]. [21] showed that when the number of
canonical correlation components is equal to one, K = 1, the
estimation of coefficients W can be simplified:
W ∝ ΣXu (6)
where ΣX is the covariance matrix of the structural connec-
tions across subjects for each bootstrap iteration and u are the
loadings along structural connections estimated with sCCA.
We adopt this method so that we not only assign a probability
for each connection to be selected, but also a coefficient.
E. Imaging
Imaging data was acquired from 19 healthy volunteers
(mean age 32.6±7.8 years) using a Siemens Avanto 1.5 T clin-
ical scanner. Structural data was obtained using a self-shielded
gradient set with maximum gradient amplitude of 40 mT m−1
and a 32-channel head coil. Three shells of DW-MRI with
b = 2400 s mm−2 (60 noncollinear gradient directions and
six b0 images), b = 800 s mm−2 (30 noncollinear gradient
directions and three b0 images) and b = 300 s mm−2 (9 non-
collinear gradient directions and one b0 image) were acquired
with a voxel matrix of 96×96, 60 contiguous axial slices, each
2.5 mm thick, with 240×240×150 mm field of view (FOV),
voxel size of 2.5×2.5×2.5 mm and TR/TE = 8300/98 ms.
This imaging protocol was optimised for the acquisition of
NODDI data on a 1.5 T scanner, and it requires approximately
16 minutes.
Resting-state fMRI data were acquired based on a T2*-
weighted gradient-echo EPI sequence with 300 volumes,
TR/TE = 2160/30 ms, 30 slices with thickness 3.0 mm (1 mm
gap), effective voxel size 3.3×3.3×4.0 mm, flip angle 75◦,
FOV 210×210×120 mm. High resolution T1-weighted whole-
brain structural images were also obtained in all subjects with
voxel size of 1.0×1.0×1.0 mm, TR/TE = 11/4.94 ms, flip
angle 15◦, FOV 256×256×256 mm, voxel matrix 176×216
and 256 contiguous slices. Ethical approval was obtained from
the UCL Research Ethics Committee and informed consent
obtained from all subjects. The raw data are available online
[24].
1) Estimating functional and structural brain connectomes:
We used TractoR for preprocessing of the diffusion weighted
images [25], [26]. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffu-
sivity (MD) were estimated based on a tensor model fitted
in each voxel. For the NODDI data we concatenated the
three shells with b-values of 2400 s mm−2, 800 s mm−2 and
300 s mm−2 in one shell, along with the b0 images acquired in
each shell. Subsequently, we used TractoR, which wraps FSL,
for eddy current correction along the concatenated volume of
images. We used the NODDI Matlab toolbox to extract the
intracellular volume fraction (ICVF), the orientation dispersion
index (ODI), the isotropic compartment (ISO) and the κ
parameter [22]. T1-weighted images were processed with
Freesurfer to obtain 68 cortical grey matter (GM) regions [27].
We propagated the anatomical labels from T1 space to both
DWI space and fMRI space with non-rigid and affine registra-
tion, respectively [28]. We used FSL for basic preprocessing of
the rs-fMRI data [29]. To construct corresponding functional
networks, the fMRI signal is averaged across voxels within
each GM ROI derived from the parcellation. The signal in
white matter and cerebrospinal fluid is also averaged and,
along with the six motion parameters provided by FSL, is
linearly regressed out from the averaged time-series within
each GM ROI. We used the inverse covariance, normalised
to unit diagonal, to characterise functional connectivity. This
so-called precision matrix reflects partial correlation [30].
A ball and two sticks multi-compartment fibre model was
fitted to the shell of diffusion data acquired with b =
2400 s mm−2 with FSL [31]. Subsequently, we ran proba-
bilistic tractography, implemented in TractoR, for each dataset.
We seed 100 streamlines from each white matter voxel, and
tracking terminates when both ends of a track reach a cortical
target region.
Structural brain connectomes are described as graphs, with
nodes corresponding to ROIs and edges defined based on
either the number of streamlines or as weighted averages of
microstructural indices. In weighted averages, weights reflect
the number of streamlines that pass through each voxel of the
tract. Structural brain connectomes are derived based on the
following microstructural indices: i) As the number of fibres
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Figure 1. Prediction performances of trivial sCCA and SPD sCCA for each of the microstructural indices. dAI is a distance
metric between predicted and measured functional connectomes. The smaller the distance, the better the prediction.
that connect the regions, divided by the average number of
voxels within the two end-point ROIs (NSTREAMS). ii) As
the weighted average of FA along the streamlines that connect
the two regions (WFA). iii) As the weighted average of MD
along the streamlines that connect the two regions (WMD).
iv) As the weighted average of ICVF along the streamlines
that connect the two regions (WICVF). v) As the weighted
average of ODI along the streamlines that connect the two
regions (WODI). vi) As the weighted average of ISO along the
streamlines that connect the two regions (WISO). vii) As the
weighted average of the κ along the streamlines that connect
the two regions (Wkappa).
III. RESULTS
Figure 1 summarises the prediction performance of trivial
sCCA (direct application of sCCA on the upper triangular
part of connectivity matrices, which have been vectorised
and columnwise concatenated across subjects) and SPD sCCA
(functional connectomes have been projected onto a common
tangent space, eq. 1, before the application of sCCA), for each
of the microstructural indices. SPD sCCA outperforms trivial
sCCA in prediction performance and the pairwise differences
are statistically significant based on a paired Wilcoxon rank
test across all microstructural indices apart from WMD. In
WMD the difference in prediction performance is not statis-
tically significant because they are based only on three mea-
surements, since trivial sCCA results in not SPD functional
connectivity matrices. On the other hand, SPD sCCA provides
18 SPD predictions out of 19 cross-validation loops.
To better understand how microstructural indices relate
across subjects, we concatenated the connectivity values across
all subjects into columnwise vectors for each index. Figure
2 shows the loadings for the first four principal components
(PCs). We observe that WFA is relatively correlated with
Wkappa and anti-correlated with WODI, whereas WMD is
anti-correlated to WICVF.
Identification results highlight these relationships between
microstructural indices that are are correlated. Thus similar
patterns of ’accepted’ connections emerge between WF and
Wkappa, WF and WODI as well as WMD and WICVF.
This is demonstrated in figures 3-4. Figure 3 shows the
identification results for tensor-based indices. The first column
shows the corrected coefficients for all connections with non-
zero values across all subjects. The second column shows
the connections that are rejected with a significant p-value
(< 0.05) based on the lower tail of a binomial distribution.
The parameters n, p of the bionomial distribution are defined
based on the number of bootstrap iterations and the probability
of a connection to be selected randomly, respectively. The
latter is defined based on the sparsity of the connectomes and
it is equal to 0.04. The third column shows the remaining
connections. The forth column shows the connections that are
selected significantly above chance (p-value< 0.05) according
to the upper tail of the binomial distribution with parameters
n, p. Similarly, figure NODDI-based microstructural indices.
Similarly, figure 4 shows the identification results for NODDI-
based microstructural indices.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new approach to detect both similarities
and differences between multi-modal brain networks that it
does not depend critically on a threshold. Transportation on a
Riemannian manifold is used to constrain the prediction model
of functional from structural brain connectivity to SPD and
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Figure 2. PCA on the concatenated connectivity values along subjects.
improve performance. The proposed extension of sCCA to
SPD sCCA is extrinsic, since sCCA takes place in the tangent
space rather than on the SPD manifold. Tangent spaces are
only valid in a small neighbourhood and therefore our sug-
gested framework is based on the assumption that the average
covariance matrix is close to all subjects’ specific functional
connectivity matrices. Finally, we use the binomial distribution
to form a threshold statistic and identify connections that are
consistently selected or rejected with probability above chance.
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Figure 4. Identification results for NODDI based microstructural indices, namely WICVF, WODI, Wkappa, WISO. The first
column shows the corrected coefficients for all connections with non-zero values across all subjects. The second column
shows the connections that are rejected with a significant p-value (< 0.05) based on a binomial distribution. The probability
of a connection to be selected randomly is defined based on the sparsity of the connectomes and it is equal to 0.04. The third
column shows the remaining connections. The forth column shows the connections that are selected significantly above
chance (p-value< 0.05) according to a binomial distribution.
